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An academy
is born
New Zealand’s award-winning marine training
organisation, the NZMAC ITO, has transformed
into a new comprehensive marine and specialist
technologies training academy.
New Zealand’s Marine & Composites Transitional
Industry Training Organisation (NZMAC TITO) has
been transformed in response to Government reforms
of vocational education (RoVE) in 2021.
In a move 20 months in the making, the team behind the organisation had sought to be recognised as
a private training establishment (PTE), allowing it to relaunch as the Marine and Specialised Technologies
Academy of New Zealand (MAST Academy).
As a PTE, registered with the New Zealand Qualifications Authority, it now has charitable recognition and
is responsible for the supply and delivery of the future

“Alongside the off-job block
courses, on-the-job training
and school-to-work programmes we currently offer,
becoming MAST Academy
will allow us to provide much
more specific training and
specialised courses, to meet
individual and business
needs.” — MAST Academy
CEO, Chris van der Hor.

skills needs of the marine and composites industries.
Having previously won “Best Marine Apprenticeship
Programme in the World” and with a system licensed
globally by international training providers, the marine
and composites industries successfully argued this
training was too valuable to New Zealand to lose.
“Alongside the off-job block courses, on-the-job
training and school-to-work programmes we currently
offer, becoming MAST Academy will allow us to provide much more specific training and specialised
courses, to meet individual and business needs,”
MAST Academy CEO, Chris van der Hor said.
Plans for MAST Academy include continuing the
existing successes of the programmes offered by
NZMAC TITO, and eventually expanding its services
with the establishment of a campus.
Chris van der Hor
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CANZ backs
new MAST
Academy
Our congratulations go to
the team at NZ Marine for
all the hard work they had
put into the establishment
of MAST over the past two
years.
If NZ Marine, on behalf
of CANZ, had not fought for
the establishment of
MAST, then we would have
found ourselves grouped
into an agglomerate of a
variety of businesses in
which there was no
common denominator for
CANZ. The government
was promoting the formation of this PTE even
though our NZMAC ITO
had international recognition in its training program.
CANZ will be involved in
the supply of the content of
the training modules ensuring the application and
technical information are
up to today’s requirements.
We believe this will give us
the ability to compose a
training program that will
satisfy the needs of our
member companies.
— Glenn Campbell,
President CANZ

The year seems to be slipping away so fast and as I
talk with our members everyone is telling me that they
are all extremely busy and will be for quite a while.
If you go back to my report in June 2020, I warned
everyone to make sure everyone communicated their
material needs to their suppliers.
We are seeing disruption in supply of our necessary raw materials never experienced before. What
we are seeing is a textbook case in the study of economics. Better to have too much than not enough.
Do not expect the lifting of these supply problems
soon for the problems are sure to be with us for the
next 12 months. I hope I am wrong.
Along with shortages there has been the largest
increase in prices that I have seen in all the years I
have been involved in the industry. We must just

CANZ President
Glenn Campbell
— “We are seeing disruption in
supply of our
necessary raw
materials never
experienced
before.”

American Composites Manufacturers Association Projects Consultant Kelly
Butterfield has contacted CANZ seeking New Zealand representation on a
range of their committees since CANZ has become an associate member of
the ACMA.
CANZ recently joined ACMA along with the Architectural Division; Composites Sustainability Council; Corrosion Control Division; Transportation Structures Council; and Utility and Communications Structures Council.
Kelly said she wanted to ensure CANZ had at least one representative on the
committees joined.
“Committee representatives will be added to our email distribution list and
receive all committee communications such as meeting and event announcements, collaboration opportunities, etc,” she said.
The committees meet two to three times per year, and right now, all meetings
take place virtually through GoToMeeting, Kelly said.
The following committee profiles, aims and objects have been provided by
ACMA to better explain through fact sheets the structures of the respective
committees.

Architectural Division
The mission of the Architectural Division (Arch Div) is to promote the use
and understanding of architectural fibre-reinforced polymer products in interior
and exterior architectural construction applications. Division members are
working together to develop
building codes and standards
for composites, and educate
architects and specifiers on
architectural composites ad“Through MAST Academy we can provide more
vancements.
support and respond to learners’ and business
needs in any setting, through the future creation of
a dedicated campus where we will offer specialised
classroom tutoring and in-depth practical training
courses.
“Through this facility MAST Academy will also
provide pre-trade courses; helping learners get a
hands-on feel for the industry, preparing students
for a head start in the workforce, and ensuring we
are matching the right individuals with the right
employers for lasting career outcomes,” Chris said.
New Zealand’s marine and composites industries
strongly advocated that they needed a bespoke,
unified and sustainable vocational educational
system to build successful businesses. With the
launch of MAST Academy on August 2, learners
and employers can feel confident people will continue to be trained with the necessary skills and
knowledge that have defined New Zealand’s Industries to date.
NZMAC is the third of the 11 Transitional ITOs to
gain approval from the Tertiary Education Commission Board for its Transition Plan and to sign a
Transfer Agreement, to transfer its Arranging Training activities to MAST Academy.
The transition of activities from the TITOs to other
entities under RoVE, represents an important milestone for the integration of on-job, on-campus and
online vocational training.
The transition of all of the TITOs’ activities must
take place on or before 31 December 2022.
The Tertiary Education Commission Board approved the Transition Plans of Competenz and
Connexis last month. 

Composites
Sustainability Council
The mission of the Composites Sustainability Council
(CSC) is to nurture and
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battle through this as I am sure pricing will return to
some normal level but again this could be two years in
the making.
I am pleased to report that all our sub-committees
are making excellent progress and I am sure you will
be all brought up to date by their reports.
We have become an associate member of the
American Composites Manufacturers Association
(ACMA) and we are currently reviewing their basic
introduction training notes.
The document is very comprehensive, and we will
use components to develop our own. They have also
asked for us to supply a representative on the support
councils such as architectural or corrosion. (Please
see article below). Let me know if you want to find out
more. 

expand the role of composites in sustainable development including initiatives
that enable composite manufacturers to understand what sustainability means
to their customers, understand the aspects of their products that affect sustainability, achieve greater sustainability by making their products greener and
grow their business opportunities into a variety of markets.

Corrosion Control Division
The mission of the Corrosion Control Division (CCD) is to promote the use of
FRP composites technology and products for corrosion-resistant industrial
applications. The CCD informs and educates end users, specifiers, and engineers on the many benefits of composites in the design of corrosion resistant
equipment. The CCD also provides guidance and standards for the design of
FRP equipment for industrial applications. Finally, the CCD provides a unified
voice for fabricators on issues relating to quality, production, safety, and regulations of importance in the corrosion segment of the composites industry.

Transportation Structures Council
The mission of the Transportation Structures Council (TSC) is to co-ordinate
the development and promotion of composites technology and products used
in the repair or replacement of transportation structures. The Council partners
with trade, technical and professional organisations to identify and reduce
barriers to market acceptance, promotes education and awareness of composites technology and provides leadership in the development of codes and standards. Council members also engage government agencies and legislators to
identify programs and solicit funding to facilitate the specification of composites
technology and demonstration projects.

Utility and Communications Structures Council
The mission of this committee is to improve power delivery and communications infrastructure by promoting the use and understanding of composite poles
and cross-arms for electrical distribution, transmission and communication
structures applications. Members undertake proactive activities dealing with
education, legislation, regulation, marketing and development of codes and
standards. 

personal service,
on time deliveries,
local warehousing,
polyester, vinyl ester and epoxy,
(HS Composites regrets COVID restrictions have forced the
reputable UV-resistant gelcoats,
postponement of the imminent infusion workshop.
It is now planned for 2022/Q2 with more practical
putty for coving, CNC or tooling,
examples as well as a bigger raw materials
smart kits for your complex part,
and accessories exhibition.)
solvents such as acetone and styrene,
consistent colour gelcoat and colour matching,
training in new technology such as resin infusion,
on-site troubleshooting and optimisation support,
sound business advice based on years of experience,
glass, woven mat, roving, carbon fibre . . . you name it,
an easily accessible trade shop in both Christchurch and Papakura,
accessories such as rollers, gloves, bottles, spatulas etc for every job,
and tailor-made resin varieties in narrow specifications for your specific purpose . . .

By Catherine Taiapa
Chair Reuse and Recycling Committee
catherine.taiapa@armatec.co.nz
The work of our committee over the past year is really
showing its value. We are being recognised as an engaged
association on board with the needed changes for a more
sustainable economy.
Our CANZ zero waste pathway launched at last year’s
conference less than a year ago seemed completely aspirational – but now is more and more aligned with what we are
hearing globally, that we must ensure climate change is
limited to warming of no more than 1.5C.
At our next conference we will work on feeding into the
Advanced Manufacturing Industry Transformation Plan.
Please support this and consider to attending. It is critical
we feed into this high level planning – to ensure ITP results
in practically appropriate solutions for all aspects of our
businesses. The manufacturing sector skills and technology
are critical to achieve the recovery and reuse of materials
that a circular, low-emission economy requires.
There is no doubt the changes that were signalled are
now here. From waste disposal cost increases to extreme
weather. We must maintain our momentum and continue to
build our staff capability in all areas of sustainability. Prepare for emergencies and look after our people – they are
our greatest and most agile asset in a changing world.
Quick start guide:
Seriously reduce waste – optimising operations is always
the best first action and will directly impact bottom line given
the rise of materials costs globally and landfill cost increases. Make this a reportable line item in management
review.
Seek out reuse solutions – start simple with packaging
and office materials then move on to offering excess materials for others use and ask the harder questions. Can waste
of others be used in parts of what we do instead of virgin
materials – moulds, packaging? Begin to consider what
could be done with products after they are “finished with” by
customers.
Recycling – seek input from local council waste service
suppliers to divert from landfill

Waste Levy
From 1 July 2021, the Government increased the national
waste disposal levy – the charge placed on waste going to
landfill. From the current charge of $10/tonne (in addition to
existing landfill charges), the levy rate will increase by $10/
tonne each year, to $60 per tonne in July 2024. This increased cost will likely be passed on directly by waste collectors to their commercial customers.
Revenue raised is used to fund initiatives to reduce waste
and encourage resource recovery. Read more on the Ministry for the Environment website:
https://environment.govt.nz/what-government-is-doing/
areas-of-work/waste/waste-disposal-levy/expansion/

NZ Product Accelerator – Guest Speaker
Brian McMath
NZ Product Accelerator is a network for NZ businesses to
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and special
blends

connect with experts in all areas for developing new products. This links with other project funding such as CI. Notes
and recording of the event are available from
caroline@composites.org.nz.
Brian gave us many examples of projects working to
bridge the gap between innovation and commercial solutions. He also explained new funding rounds for plastic due
to be launched in November, which are currently being
drafted – we will be following up to push for the inclusion of
composites specific funding.
Policy Input – Govt ITP plans
CANZ has joined the Partnership Focus Group for the
development of Advanced Manufacturing Industry Transformation Plan.
Following the Government and Manufacturing Reception
at the Beehive earlier this year, I reached out to Paul Stocks
@MBIE for discussion topics for our conference in alignment
with the upcoming ITP development. As a result, CANZ
have been invited to feed into the vision and priorities of the
plan and join the Partnership Focus Group. The four focus
areas for the ITP are:
•
Growing innovation and investment;
•
Attracting and developing a skilled workforce;
•
Creating a sustainable and low-emissions sector;
•
Maximising global connections and opportunities.
We plan to include these topics for discussion with MBIE’s
Hunter Nottage at our CANZ conference in October and
continue to keep you updated on developments. If you
would like to be included in emails to provide feedback to
MBIE on this in future, please contact CANZ secretary
Caroline, email caroline@composites.org.nz

Carbon Zero Fibreglass

Armatec are celebrating recently completing Carbon Zero
Certification. The raw materials purchased for fibreglass
used in manufactured solutions were included in addition to
the operational emissions of Armatec business activities.
This decision was taken to drive improvements for raw
materials as well as operations.
This was a cross team collaborative project that worked
very well by including our financial controller and R&D
Team. On reflection, this is recommended as a good strategy for others as creating the carbon footprint is accounting
(simply with different units) and the improvement projects
required to reduce emissions can then become integrated
into the R&D program.
Armatec engaged the Toituu EnviroCare Carbon Zero
Global Composites Sustainability Coalition Certification program. Mentoring and support for completing
ACMA will host a special edition of the Global Composites this work and online software to automate the calculation
process is provided. See www.toitu.co.nz for more informaSustainability Coalition. ACMA has a new President and
tion.
CEO Cindy Squires who will kick off the discussion. As
The footprint provided hotspot data, to guide action where
many of you know, United States policy has become much
it was most needed. We were interested to find where the
more proactive in regard to sustainability issues such as
emissions of waste were highest, second only to raw matericlimate change, renewable energy, and the circular econals. Therefore all efforts to reduce waste and divert materiomy. At the same time, the post COVID world economy is
going through a number of changes which impact our indus- als from landfill impact directly on the emissions footprint.
Others interested in completing carbon foot-printing in the
try. Therefore, the focus of this meeting will be to share your
context of composites are welcome to contact me to discuss
perspectives from trade associations around the world to
more. Email catherine.taiapa@armatec.co.nz 
identify the focus areas for global cooperation and set the
priorities for the GCSC for the coming year.
Myself and Vineeth Babu will continue to attend and feed
in our perspectives in line with our previously discussed
CANZ Zero Waste Pathway. Please also feed in your ideas
to me on email in next few weeks.

Styrene Exposures Project
making progress

LCA training
Opportunity for discount as CANZ organisation if
register more than four people.
Massey University will be conducting a course on the
fundamentals of Life Cycle Assessment and will introduce
you to life cycle thinking as a concept, and Life Cycle Assessment as an analytical tool to support environmental

INTEC/
SLEM
mould-making
resins

management. By the end of this short course you will be
able to confidently commission a Life Cycle Assessment study designed to meet the needs of a specific decision situation and be able to interpret its results to support
decision-making. The course is intended for environmental
managers, product designers, engineers, policymakers and
other professionals interested in learning more about the
role of Life Cycle Assessment in guiding decision-making –
but without any prior training in Life Cycle Assessment.
The course consists of three interactive one hour Zoom
sessions to be held at 8.30am on Tuesday 19 October, 26th
October and 2nd November 2021. There will be two hours of
additional learning exercises to be undertaken independently during the course. The cost is $400 (excl. GST) per
person. If one organisation registers four or more people,
the cost is $350 per person.
Please email CANZ secretary Caroline
(caroline@composites.org.nz) to signal interest.

LILLY RAM
tooling gel
coat

Our specialist trade shop is
open six days. Give us a call
09 570 8999 or free phone
0800 100 098.
Regards,
Ross

PRESTEC
plug surfacing

& tooling gel
The above products add to the extensive
coat repair
range that NZFG had already been able to offer
STONER
you as a customer, such as Graco equipment,
release
reinforcements, core materials, gel coats and flow
products
coats, closed mould ancillaries, laminating epoxies and
many other products required for producing composite parts.

LEADGO
for closed
moulding

By Sasha Makarenko
Armatec Environmental Ltd

The Styrene Exposures Project, launched in May
2021, is slowly getting up to steam. Even with fieldwork for other projects, set-up time and winter sicknesses, the Massey University project team has managed to visit two of the larger composites companies
in the last few months.
The team conducted sampling with most of the
workers at these two organisations, which included air
sampling with mini-PIDs and skin deposition sampling
with active carbon cloth patches, as well as collecting
urine samples from the majority of workers. The team
has also conducted a good number of “video exposure
monitoring” observations (where exposures are assessed in real time and synchronised with camera
footage [all of which is kept confidential]) of the participant working to assess which tasks, processes and
behaviours are associated with peaks in solvent exposure. These are very useful for the development of
“interventions” or strategies to control exposure, evaluating the effectiveness of any interventions put in
place and as an education and training resource.
The project has a timeline of two years (from February 2021), so no one will be missed. Together with the
Massey Project team we will work our way through site
visits to all the companies involved over the next four
to six months.
We have started working on the future visits timetable – these dates won’t be set in stone but will at least
give everyone a rough idea of when to expect Sam’s
team of superheroes at your site. 

Smooth build process
leads to smooth sailing
Sailing Bora Bora is adding to its fleet with the
commissioning of Vitamin Sea F45. The fast-sailing
catamaran will be used for private and shared day
charters on the shallow waters of the beautiful Bora
Bora lagoon. The passengers will have a sailing experience like no other, with comfort and a smooth ride, yet
with the performance edge the charter company’s boats
are known for.
Composite construction was the clear choice for
the vessel to ensure longevity, reliability and performance. By selecting Hi-Panel pre-fabricated flat panels
for the deck, hulls, interior structure and roof canopy,
the vessel benefits from a finely-tuned engineered
solution in an easy-to-build format, saving time and
costs in the build.
Gurit Hi-Panels are 9m x 2m infused composite
sandwich panels, CNC-cut to shape, complete with
detailing and rebating. They are delivered direct as a
kitset ready to be fitted together, allowing the builder to
have several components under construction in parallel
for a fast assembly. In the case of Vitamin Sea F45, the

hulls, decks and large sunroof canopy were all built
simultaneously in the same shed, ready to be assembled for the final fit-out.
Gurit engineers were involved with the project to
ensure the catamaran structurally met its performance
requirements. They specified the most appropriate foam
core for each area of the boat, which was then incorporated into the Hi-Panel design. Corecell™ M Foam was
selected for the slamming regions of the boat, principally the hull bottoms, due to its excellent ability to
absorb dynamic energy. M Foam has also been used in
the areas which will be painted black i.e. large portions
of the topsides and the aft transverse bulkheads, as it
won’t outgas when these areas see elevated temperatures, possibly up to 90°C.
The vessel, which was designed by BakewellWhite Yacht Design and built at Davie Norris Boatbuilders, features Gurit materials throughout, including Gurit
PVC 80 and 100 core (for the beams and internal structures), PRIME™ 27 and Ampreg™ 31 resin systems, as
well as E-glass and Carbon reinforcements. 

Composite construction was the clear choice for Vitamin Sea
F45 to ensure longevity, reliability and performance.

Gurit Hi-Panels are 9m x 2m infused composite sandwich
panels, CNC-cut to shape, complete with detailing and rebating.
They are delivered direct as a kitset ready to be fitted together,
allowing the builder to have several components under
construction in parallel for a fast assembly.

By Sandra Kinmond
Polylab Consulting Ltd

No one likes to see the after effects of shrinkage, especially when they are
trying to make the perfect composite part.
LPA’s (Low Profile Additives) can give excellent class A finishes and shrinkage compensation.
Low profile additives are used in tooling formulations in New Zealand but not
many other places.
The appropriate addition of low profile additive can be added to suitable
resins to reduce shrinkage generally halving the shrinkage rate in the finished
part.
The ultimate goal being a finished part with class A finish requiring no or little
post-finishing work. Or, alternatively, a low shrink part that can be made in one
hit saving time and saving having to make more moulds.
Low profile additives come in bags in a granular form that can be dissolved
into warm styrene using a suitable high sheer stirrer to form a solution that is
similar viscosity to laminating resin.

How do they work?
As the resin cures (polymerisation) the crosslinking causes contraction/
shrinkage of the polyester/vinylester. The amount of shrinkage depends on the
resin make up but generally is around 6 to 8 per cent.
If LPA’s are present in the resin, the liquid LPA will solidify in the exotherming
resin (pop out of solution) causing an increase in volume compensating for the
shrinkage of the curing resin.
Like everything in polyester chemistry it’s a balance to have just the right
amount — enough to compensate for shrinkage, but not too much that there
isn’t enough of the actual resin to be suitably strong for the intended use of the
part.

LPA’s are commonly used in other parts of the world in RTM, Pultrusion,
SMC (Sheet moulding compound) and BMC (Bulk moulding compound) and
also used in low profile tooling formulations along with fillers to achieve tooling
with little or no shrinkage.
For best results, a decent thickness of laminate, i.e. 5-6mm, needs to laminated in one hit with a resin of sufficient reactivity to generate heat from exotherm which helps the additive pop out of solution (re solidify). When this hap-

pens a colour change will occur turning white or milky. You may have seen
this happen in your tooling resin.
Not all processes and finished products are suited for the use of low profile
additives, i.e. or very thin laminates with LPA’s.
If you are after a better finish without a lot of post-finishing you may want to
experiment as a little added goodness could save you time and money. 

Here are
good
reasons why you
will benefit

1 The Association for Composites
If your work or interest is composites and fibreglass, we are the only association that focuses
entirely on this business today. It helps one keep
up with technology and other changes, and with
our links to overseas composites associations
provides links worldwide. An association "Code of
Ethics" protects members.

2 Legislation Assistance
The Composites Association keeps abreast of
changes and issues guidelines to members.

3 Own Code Of Practice
Our very own “Composites Code of Practice” was
published in 1998 and is the accepted “Code” for
our industry. All members were able to have input
into its development to ensure it was workable.
Compliance with the “Code” is the best way of
meeting NZ Health and Safety requirements.

4 Annual Conference
Keeping up-to-date with technology can be as
easy as attending the Association’s conferences.
A wide range of speakers update us on new
materials, technology and equipment. There are
hands-on equipment and materials
demonstrations and trade displays with ideas and
information for all.

5 Regular Flexi Magazine
The regular Flexi magazine is published for
members to keep them abreast of what is going
on in the industry.

6 Industry Training
The association has led in the development of
training courses to suit our industry, working in
association with the former New Zealand Marine
and Composites Industry Training Organisation,
now the Marine and Specialised Technologies
Academy of New Zealand (MAST Academy).

7 Education, Marketing, Standards
Members can attend educational evenings to
learn about materials and techniques. Members
can participate in projects to market composites
in New Zealand and support the development of
accepted standards. An example of this was the
publication of a “FRP Design Manual”.

Please email an image of your completed registration form to:

8 Low Cost

New Zealand Fibreglass Ltd is pleased to
announce that we have signed an agreement
with SICOMIN for the supply of their bio-based
epoxy products.

The cost to members is very reasonable indeed,
in view of the comprehensive service provided by
the Association. This is a great investment for
your future in our industry.

9 Official Solicitors
CANZ would like to acknowledge and thank
sponsor Clendons, Barristers and Solicitors,
Commercial Lawyers, Auckland, now official
solicitors for CANZ in its official magazines,
newsletters and other communications to
members.

Fibreglass South
Invercargill
www.fibreglass-south.co.nz
Tel 027 968 3586

Caroline Gibson — caroline@composites.org.nz

And we are also pleased to announce
a signed agreement with NOTUS for
their fire-rated prepregs.
Both products are BRANZ-qualified
in some fire-rating applications.

Our specialist trade shop is open six days.
Give us a call on 09 570 8999
or free phone
0800 100 098.
Regards,
Ross
021 851 685

